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4 This  collection of  essays,  written in celebration of  the hundredth anniversary of  the
writer’s birth, brings together a variety of critical voices, both from the United States and
Europe (Spain,  France,  Germany,  Italy  and Greece).  It  is  an attempt  to  illustrate  the
richness and complexity of  Malamud’s  work through international  and cross-cultural
dialog: an appropriate approach as Malamud’s fiction is literally haunted by European
history and landscapes. This carefully constructed volume falls into two parts: American,
then European contributions. Each part is introduced separately and subdivided in two:
Malamud’s  novels  on  the  one  hand,  his  short  fiction  on  the  other.  This  diverse
perspectival reach generates a fruitful counterpoint as the articles play off one another to
show differences as well as overlapping concerns. 
5 The book opens with a moving essay, followed by a poem by Paul Malamud, recalling his
father’s  life  and personality.  Victoria  Aarons’  thorough introduction then evokes the
main characteristics of “Malamud’s Literary Landscape” while laying strong emphasis on
his language and style and presenting the critical strategy at work in the volume. 
6 A number of novels are then discussed chronologically. In “The Beard Makes the Man:
Bernard Malamud’s A New Life,” Leah Garrett shows that the protagonist’s quest for “an
authentic self,” as well as his failed attempt to reinvent himself in the West, exposes the
cultural landscape of the postwar years. Viewed through the eyes of a disoriented Jewish
urbanite, the chaotic city in the East, the small country town in the West as well as the
broader America of  politics  and culture display the same intellectual  mediocrity and
fierce conservatism. A pairing of essays on The Fixer (1966) explores Malamud’s literary
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resurrection of the 1913 Beilis affair in which a Jew was accused of blood libel. In “‘I Shit
my death’: From the Providential to the Excremental in The Fixer” Holli Levitsky examines
the various ways in which the novel is informed by the Holocaust,  she points to the
defilement and dehumanization of the victims and shows that the narrative opens onto
fundamental  questions of  faith in extreme circumstances.  In “The Jew as Vampire in
Bernard Malamud’s The Fixer,” Andrew Gordon provides a psychoanalytical interpretation
of the blood libel: a coalescence of primitive fantasies based on the belief that Jews are
responsible for the death of Christ. He argues that Malamud ironically turns his hero into
a Christ figure so as to deconstruct this vicious superstition and reveal the true blood
brotherhood  that  binds  all  people  together.  Another  pairing  of  innovative  and
provocative essays is devoted to The Tenants (1971). In “Malamud’s The Tenants and the
Problem of Ralph Ellison’s Second Novel,” Timothy Parrish demonstrates that the novel
“tells the drama of Ellison’s long anticipated sequel to Invisible Man, which he was unable
to finish.” With precision and accuracy he analyzes the complex literary kinship between
the two writers in the context of the debate between universalism and particularism in
the late sixties. Jessica Lang, in “Unbound and Un-bodied: Reading Race in Malamud’s The
Tenants,” approaches  the  novel  from  a  fresh  perspective,  laying  the  stress  on  the
contiguity and mutual dependence between the black and the Jewish character rather
than on their antagonism. The Tenants is viewed as a commingling of black and Jewish
aesthetics “with the boundaries separating the two not always discernable.” 
In “Midrash, Memory and ‘Miracles or Near-Miracles’: Bernard Malamud’s All-Too-
Human Project,” Victoria Aarons focuses on the short stories which she places at the
center of Malamud’s oeuvre. She convincingly argues that Malamud, drawing on both
secular and scriptural conventions of Jewish story-telling, reconfigures the possibilities
for rachmones as he positions his characters at an aching cataclysmic threshold, an instant
of moral reckoning, when they are confronted with their responsibilities as human
beings. 
The moral implications of Malamud’s fiction are further discussed by the European
critics. In his introduction to the second part of the volume, “Encountering Bernard
Malamud through an I-Thou Relationship,” Gustavo Sánchez Canales points to the
influence of Martin Buber on Malamud’s fiction. He suggests that in its attempt to
juxtapose American and European contributions this collection of essays might itself be
based on an I-Thou relationship. Pilar Alonso, in “Rethinking the Discourse of Suffering in
Bernard Malamud’s Fiction,” analyzes Malamud’s perception of suffering on the basis of
the Theory of the Conceptual Metaphor developed by such critics as Lakoff, Turner and
Fauconnier. She argues that though suffering is individual, the metaphorical scope of its
effects is universal and transcendental in Malamud’s fiction. In his provocative article,
“What’s in a Name? Aptronyms and Archetypes in The Assistant and The Fixer,” Gustavo
Sánchez Canales opts for an onomastic approach to these novels, analyzing the
characters’ names from a religious perspective so as to illuminate their behavior. In
“Fixing Bernard Malamud’s The Fixer through translations: From El hombre de Kiev (1967) to
El reparador (2011), Martín Urdiales Shaw discusses the various translations of the novel
into Spanish against the specific sociopolitical and cultural context of their publication;
he assesses the novel’s transnational challenges as they were negotiated by each
translator, thus brilliantly demonstrating that “no individual translation can fix a text
definitively.” Remi Astruc’s “Dostoevsky, Lawrence, Malamud: Malamud’s Heroes, Facing
the Twin Rejection of Identity and Sensuality,” a subtle intertextual study of The Tenants 
(“an American version of The Double”) and Dubin’s Lives (deeply influenced by Sons and
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Lovers) contends that Dostoevsky’s and Lawrence’s novels serve Malamud both as models
and foils, and help him flesh out the complication of Jewish American heroes “condemned
to endless desire and perpetual exile from themselves and others.” In “Writing on the
Edge of Doom: Theological Reflections on Bernard Malamud’s God’s Grace” Till Kinzel
views God’s Grace as a profoundly humane aesthetic meditation on the fate of humanity
confronted to the possibility of apocalypse. She proposes a thorough examination of the
constellation of theological and parodic elements in the novel. 
In the last part of the volume Emilio Canadas Rodríguez’s “Seeking the Man behind the
Text or a Biographical Approach to Bernard Malamud’s Short Stories” examines the
interrelation between writing and life in Dubin’s Lives as well as in “Armistice” and “The
German Refugee.” In “Angels and Specters in Malamud’s Short Fiction” Félix Martín
Gutiérrez, drawing on Derrida’s concept of “hauntology,” focuses on the dimension of
“spectrality” in Malamud’s stories: their rich intertextuality as well as the haunting
narrative rooted in Jewish culture and history that permeates them. The collection ends
with two remarkable metafictional studies of Malamud’s short fiction. In “Bernard
Malamud’s and John Updike’s Art Stories: The Act of Creation in ‘Still Life’ and ‘Leaves’”
Aristi Trendel suggests that these two stories form a diptych on the art of creation and
assert their author’s faith in the transformative power of art and their embrace of an art-
and-life stance instead of an art-versus-life one. While “Leaves” is concerned with the
emergence of the creative process, “Still life” can be viewed as a humorous reflection on
the reception of a work of art, be it pictorial or scriptural. The discussion of “Still Life” is
continued in Theodora Tsimpouki’s article, “Arthur Fidelman’s Aesthetic Adventures and
Malamud’s Poetics of Creativity” which investigates the function of ekphrasis—that is a
literary description or commentary on a visual work of art—in Pictures of Fidelman. On the
narrative level it constitutes the motor force driving the text to its final (mock)
resolution; on the metanarrative level it raises issues of representation and creativity
while articulating Malamud’s ambivalence toward the romantic view of the artist as hero.
All in all, the quality and diversity of the essays gathered in this volume, as well as an
excellent annotated bibliography that concludes it, make it a major contribution to the
critical study of a writer who helped shape Jewish-American letters. It will be
illuminating to both scholarly and lay readers. 
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